
Special Needs for Special Kids Literacy Unit

 Special Ed

also includes google slides 

toad
weather



These literacy units are
something I created and

started using in my
classroom.  I  had students

with significant
challenges and most were

non-readers .This is a
great way to expose all
students to some great

books.



This unit has 34 pages
plus 12 google slides. 

 There are 6 activities
to go with this book to

last a full week of
instruction.



This unit comes with a
storyboard.  

 
Storyboards are great for

ALL students to assist with
participation and

engagement in group
discussions.

 
Tips on how to use in the

unit!!



 There is a circle map
showing some facts about
toads. There is an option
that only has correct
answers and one that has
wrong answers mixed in.



 There is a circle map
showing some things about
rain. There is an option
that only has correct
answers and one that has
wrong answers mixed in.



 There is a sorting activity
looking at activities you
would do on rainy or sunny
days.  There are
suggestions for
differentiation included.



 There is a matching
activity. Students match
clothing to different types
of water. Suggestions for
differentiation are included.



 Students will color in the
state of Pennsylvania where
the toad migration occurs. 
 There is a differentiated
version included (shown
here). 



Students will write a story
about what they would want to
learn in the spring. This is an
errorless activity that allows
students to write their own
story independently.



There is a video of the
book read aloud.  This is
a video from YouTube.



There are digital
versions of the
activities included.  
Students click and
drag the answers.



There are 2 sets, one
that includes
differentiation shown
here.



I realize there will be
some students out there
unable to do cutting
activities.  I have a blog
post with ways to
complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

